
GSi-BLOWDOWN - a novel big data     

solution already monitoring your  

forest assets every eight days. 

 

 

Automated 

Forest 

Damage 

Monitoring 

Features 

 Efficient damage alerts. 

 Quicker reaction times to help 

save harvestable timber. 

 Reduces management costs & 

site survey costs. 

 Low-resolution imagery to flag 

damaged areas. 

 High-resolution to help further 

visualize the damage. 

 Very-high imagery to provide 

evidence for insurance claims. 

 Historical data from  2001. 

 Global coverage. 

 Reduces portfolio risk and 

maximizes returns. 

 GSi-Blowdown is equally 

applicable for monitoring fire 

damage, pest or disease  

encroachment and for other 

insurance claims. 

Global Surface Intelligence (GSi)   

Extreme weather events and storms now 
occur more frequently putting our timber 
assets at risk. When a storm passes, it can 
take weeks or even months to properly 
detect asset damage, leaving valuable      
merchantable timber lying deteriorating on 
the ground.  
 
You don’t know this, but GSi-Blowdown 
already monitors your forests every 8 days 
from satellite. It can cost effectively and 
quickly help you identify which areas may 
have been damaged without having to 
leave the office.  This quickens your     
reaction time to help rescue merchantable 
timber whilst reducing the costs and time-
scales to manually assess the damage.  
 
GSi-Blowdown utilises high performance  
software operating off a super computing 
environment to collect and analyse huge 
amounts of satellite and other data. This 
gives an ability to measure changes in 
biomass properties every 8 days (or even 
daily if required). This allows a time-series 
analysis that can identify changes over 
time, enabling you to identify where      
blow-down or damage has occurred.   
The result - quicker more cost effective    
monitoring and decision making.  
 
GSi-Blowdown provides an: 
 

 Automated process to flag affected  
areas using low-resolution imagery. 

 Optional high-resolution imagery to  
further analyse damage and ascertain if 
a site visit is necessary or not. 

 Optional very-high-resolution imagery 
providing detail evidence for insurance 
purposes whilst removing the time and 
costs of airborne photography.  

 

This is new ‘big data approach’ processes 
then analyses satellite data covering the 
entire surface on the planet, every 8 days 
back to 2001.  This provides a time-series 
approach that separates normal seasonal 
change from those caused by extreme 
events.  This time-series analysis allows GSi 
to use low-resolution satellite imagery to 
detect abnormal events which results in a 
new way to cost effectively monitor damage. 
 
In order to do this, GSi has had to develop a 
platform which is capable of processing and 
analysing vast amounts of data.  This is a 
huge step forward in terms of ‘big data’   
analytics for the world’s forestry and timber   
markets and it is the first time in science this 
has been achieved.  GSi-Blowdown’s   
methods are unique and protected by     
international pending patents.  
 
The software behind GSi-Blowdown is able 
to work with any remote sensing data in a 
GeoTiff format and at any resolution.  GSi 
has various different resolutions available, 
contact us to find out more.     
 

   enq@surfaceintelligence.com 

-BLOWDOWN 



About GSi: There are thousands of man-made satellites orbiting our planet, all collecting huge amounts 

of data to the extent that we have more data than we can process.  GSi set out to change this by creating 
extremely powerful parallel processing software sitting on a high performance super computing platform.  
 
The GSi-Platform is capable of processing and transforming the sorts of sizes of data that would have 
been inconceivable just a couple of years ago.  Using it, GSi is bringing to market novel products internally 
and for clients.  We can now monitor our planet on new ways and in new scales.  What would you like to 
monitor?      

Image below shows some GSi data on our partners web mapping platform which is optionally available 

Contact Us 

Head Office 

5th Floor, 125 Princes Street,  

Edinburgh EH2 4AD,  

Scotland, UK. 

+44 (0)131 667 3370 

enq@surfaceintelligence.com 

 

GSi also has offices in  

Baltimore, Maryland, USA. 

 

 

 

 

@GSiCarbon 

 

www.SurfaceIntelligence.com 

How It Works:  

 Contact GSi with shapefiles of the forest areas you’d like to monitor.   

 GSi will run its models on the polygons with 8 day increments back to 2001 and   
provide you with a secure logon to the GSi-Portal.  

 Notify GSi when you’d like to analyse potential damage and on which polygons.  

 GSi will then re-run its models and notify you when the results are complete. 

 Results can be provided in a GeoTiff, .KMZ, ESRI or other shapefile formats along 
with a report detailing the likely damaged areas. 

 You also have the option to instruct GSi to acquire high or very high resolution   
imagery so you can more closely visualise the damage for internal or insurance 
purposes. 

 
 
Other Forestry related product include;  
 

 GSi-Timber — timber volumes &  
other attributes. 

 GSi-Carbon— carbon stocks &     
biomass densities. 

www.surfaceintelligence.com                       @GSiCarbon 

 Timber volumes (m3) 
 Biomass Densities (tDM) 
 Carbon Stocks (tC) 
 Max, Min, Mean, Median values 
 Confidence Levels 
 Accuracy indicators 


